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Bouncing back! 
How parents, peers and

professionals enable young people towards 

resilience

Overview

• Resilience defined

• The roots of resilience
– Self

– Relationships

– Community

– Culture

• Transactional process
– Case study

– Reciprocity of resilience 
roots

– Simplicity

• Conclusion
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Resilience defined

Context: 
RISK-

LADEN

To do 
well.

To 
bounce 
back.

The roots of resilience

Community

Relationships

Self

Culture

Community

Relationships

Self
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Protective resources within self

•Sense of humour

•Problem-solving skills

•Sunny temperament

•Tenacity

•Hopefulness

•Positive self-concept 

•Positive attitude

•Positive future orientation

•Assertiveness

•Drive

•Enthusiasm

•Good interpersonal skills 

•Internal locus of control

•Moderate anxiety

Protective resources within relationships

•Provision of physical 

needs

•Provision of emotional 

needs

•Secure attachment 

•Sense of belonging

•Encouragement

•Realistic praise

•Routine (sense of safety)

•Advocacy
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Protective resources within community

•Well-resourced
•Education services

•Health care services

•Effective policing

•Mental health services

•Opportunities for 

recreation

•Team experiences

•Positive role-models

•Peer support

•Sense of belonging

•Value-driven ways of 

doing

Community resource: schools

•Accessible

•Effective
•Learner-focus

•Caring teachers

•Competent teachers

•Healthy 

expectations

•Interesting classes

•Parent-school 

alliances
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Protective resources within cultures

•Cultural identity

•Traditions

•Religious practices

•Rites of passage

•Tolerance

The transactional process of resilience

Ecology 
reciprocates

Youth 
negotiates 

for r.p.r.  

Youth 
navigates 
towards 

r.p.r.
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Case Study (Fourie, 2010; Palmer, 2009)

• Adolescents    

(4 males; 

9 females)

• Learning 

difficulties

• ADD/ADHD

Ecology

Self

Resilience

Protective resources within self

Self-pride Perseverance 

“ My teachers always tell my

grandmother that I am a hard

worker, and that I am always

positive in class and that I always

do my work and that I always try

my best. I like it when my teacher

tells my Gran this. It makes me

want to work harder, and I like it

when I do well in my work,

because I know I work hard.”

“I sometimes get

frustrated when I have to

do everything over and

over again. But my

teacher says ‘practise

makes perfect’. Even

though sometimes I get

frustrated I still do my

work.”
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Protective resources within ecology

RelationshipsRelationships

Unconditional acceptance

(friends)

Unconditional acceptance

(parents)

“Like my friends I have now, are a lot more

understanding than my friends in my old

school. I don’t get teased here for the stuff

in my old school. Here if I get teased, it’s

about normal stuff. My friend is in another

class, but she’s cool. We get together at break

and would talk about stuff. I don’t feel

embarrassed, like when I told her I couldn’t

do my math, or that I am scared to read in the

English class. She gets it you know, she

sometimes also doesn’t get math, so she’s cool

about things like that. She doesn’t think that

I am weird or a freak.”

“They don’t treat me any

different. They treat me the same

as when I was in my old school. I

just get a lot more done now. They

don’t treat my like a freak or

something. My dad says just

because I don’t read like others do,

doesn’t mean that they know more

then me. He always says it’s not a

big deal, you know.”

Protective resources within ecology

Safe spaces in the communitySafe spaces in the community

Home Neighbours 

“… my mom does, like, give me

something, or let’s me play my play

station longer when I do, do something

good or when I do like good at school

like in a test or something. Or like even

when she asks me to do something at

home for her. It’s nice when she says

she like appreciated how I help her

when my dad’s not there. It’s cool when

my teachers say things like that, but it’s

their job (laughs) but my mom doesn’t

have to say things like that to me, so I

kind of like it when she does.”

“Sometimes I will go

away with our neighbours

when things get too much

for me ... They will like

take my mind off things

or we will talk about other

things like movies and

music and stuff like that.

Just something totally

different.”
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Protective resources within ecology

SchoolsSchools

Pedagogical expertise Learner-focus

“The teachers I have now help me a lot

better then my other teachers at my other

school. I think they know how to work

better with us here, because they know

that I am on Ritalin and that I sometimes

get a bit out of hand. They know what to

do with me and how to handle me. Not like

my old teachers, they would get mad at me

a lot and tell my parents that I am a

problem in class. Here my teachers don’t

do that.”

“Um, at this school it is a lot

different than my own school. We do

things a lot slower here and get more

time to finish our tasks. They don’t

rush us to do everything like NOW!

The teachers don’t push and push and

don’t get like mad when we can’t do

something. So this school is much

better then my old school.”

Protective resources within ecology

CommunityCommunity resourcesresources

Therapists / Interested parents Neurologists / medication

I once came home from school crying

because the teacher made me sit in the

corner with a hat on because I didn’t do

my homework. I didn’t do it because I

didn’t understand it, but the teacher said it

was because I was talking too much in

class and that’s why I don’t understand my

work. So my mom asked me if I like really

didn’t understand and like what I don’t

understand. She then took me to someone

that could help me, and went and

explained the whole thing to the teacher.

“Ok, umm (sigh) let’s see, before I 

was diagnosed, it would always take 

me a long time to do my homework. 

I’d dawdle a lot and just take my 

time and then as it got later at night 

I’d dawdle on and get it done. Umm, 

but after being diagnosed it got 

easier. I mean you were able to, I 

mean I was able to, umm, understand 

why it was so hard and with the right 

medication it made a difference. ... 

Being on the right medication 

helped.” 
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Reciprocity of resilience roots

Self

Parents

School Peers

Professionals 
(teachers / 

neurologists / 
therapists)

Simplicity of resilience-promoting transactions

Accept 
unconditionally
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Conclusion

Community

Relationships

Self

Resilience

=

Ordinary 
magic! 
(Masten, 2010)


